[Clinical and hemodynamic characteristics of the decompensation syndrome in patients with congestive cardiomyopathy].
Thirty seven patients were clinically and hemodynamically studied under hospital conditions. The stage of cardiomegaly, the stasis in the pulmonary and systemic circulations were followed up as well as the presence of manifestations of pulse deficit, incidence of gallop rhythm manifestation. It was established that in the patients with II-A stage of decompensation of circulation, a decreased cardiac output was found, enhanced peripheral resistance and normovolemia. In the patients with II-B stage of circulation decompensation, further decrease of stroke and minute volume was found as well as moderately slowed down blood flow in the pulmonary and systemic circulation and normal peripheral vascular resistance. Conclusions were drawn, on the base of the data obtained, about the optimal treatment depending on the circulation decompensation stage.